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ABSTRACT
Time Series (TS) analysis has been always a research hotspot in
Data Mining community, due to its complex sequential structure
and board application scenarios. Typically, the analysis process is
launched from an off-line TS dataset, without considering the con-
text with dynamic data source. For instance, domains like healthcare
look to enrich the database gradually with more medical cases, or
in astronomy, with human’s growing knowledge for the universe,
the theoretical basis for labelling data will change. The techniques
applied in a stable TS dataset are then not adaptable in such dy-
namic scenarios, that said streaming context. Classical data stream
analysis are biased towards vector or row data, where each attribute
is independent to train an adaptive learning model, but rarely con-
siders Time Series in a stream format. Processing such type of data,
requires combining techniques in both communities of Time Series
(TS) and Data Streams (DS). To this end, we take the first attempt to
study the gap between the two communities, and give an overview
for the interdisciplinary challenges and applications.
1 INTRODUCTION
Time Series (TS) is a sequence of real-valued data, which can be
collected from various sources, such as ECG data in medicine, IoT
data in smart cities, light curves in astronomy, GPS or accelerometer
data in activity recognition, etc. Time Series Classification (TSC)
is intended to predict the label of a newly input TS instance by
extracting the knowledge from collected data. The optimization of
TS feature extraction and model construction process allows us to
strive for a low prediction error, and approach to Time Series’ nature
Concept [1], which refers to the target variable that the learning
model is trying to predict. When the research context extends to
Data Streams (DS), the knowledge base is no longer constant and
evolves gradually with newly input data. The challenges here can
be represented by three intrinsic characteristics of Data Stream [3]:
- Feature Evolution: The feature space changes over time, new
features become useful and old one may become redundant. The
learning model is intended to extract appropriate features to ap-
proach the inner concept of data source.
- Concept Evolution: Non-labelled instances with novel classes
may emerge in the future, which should be recognized and sepa-
rated from existing classes.
- Concept Drift: The prediction target evolves over time, the learn-
ing model must be capable of adjusting itself gradually to the most
recent data by an effective process of Concept Drift detection.
Then, the exploration of TS features plays a key role in bridging

TS and DS analysis. Various TS feature representations are applied
in Time Series Classification (TSC):

R1: Global feature of entire series [4] for 1-NN classifier
R2: The summary statistics (e.g., mean, deviation, slope, etc.) [2, 9]
extracted from every sub-series for ensemble classifiers
R3: Motif [10] features when frequent patterns characterize a class
R4: Shapelet [11] when specific sub-series determines a class
Apparently, single feature representations can be combined to con-
struct ensemble classifiers [5, 6] which lead to the state-of-the-art
model accuracy. However, a lightweight feature representation is
preferred to eliminate the model collision from TS to DS context.
In this paper, we will give answers for the following questions:
Q1: How to define aData Stream (DS) in the context of Time Series?
Q2: Under different DS definitions, what are the collision and co-
operative applications between the community of TS and DS?
Then we will present briefly our preliminary work covering some
of TS-DS scenarios. Future work is planned in the conclusion.

2 STREAM DEFINITION IN TS CONTEXT
Definition 1: Time Series Stream STS is a continuous input data
stream where each instance is a Time Series: STS=(T1, T2, ..., TN ).
Notice that N increases with each new time-tick.
The information should be extracted from each newly input TS

instance, and be merged with existing learning model. As shown in
Table 1, by considering various challenges in Data Streams, we are
capable of launching the analysis from different contexts. Within a
stationary concept, the learning model is trying to make the learned
concept stay as close as the real one. Feature Evolution concerns
the incrementality of learning algorithm, which is the necessary
condition for stream learning system. Further consideration of
non-stationary concept like Concept Evolution and Concept Drift
can be respectively adopted in more dynamic contexts where data
instances are weakly labelled or prediction target evolves over time.

Table 1: Various contexts in TS Stream analysis

Feature Evolution Concept Evolution Concept Drift
Context 1 ✓ ✗ ✗

Context 2 ✓ ✓ ✗

Context 3 ✓ ✗ ✓

Context 4 ✓ ✓ ✓

Definition 2: Streaming Time Series S is a continuous input data
stream where each instance is a real-valued data: S=(t1, t2, ..., ti ,
..., tN ), where N is the time tick of the most recent input value.
Time Series can be considered as a local collection of real-valued

data from an online streaming source generating a never-ending
data flow. In typical applications like patient’s ECG monitoring, or
analysis of data received from urban sensors, a learning model can



be built on existing labelled data set to monitor the data flow coming
in real-time, that said Training off-line, Monitoring on-line. A con-
stant feature space with stationary concept makes the processing
focus on the real-time reaction [8] on input data, system efficiency
becomes then the key factor in this scenario. A typical example is
activity recognition [7], where the learned activity patterns serve
to detect the similar ones over Streaming TS.

A further research problem comes when considering novel motif
discovery from Streaming TS. The motif here represents the sub-
series which appears frequently over Streaming TS, the subs-series
may show a regular event in data flow but unknown by the system.
Motif discovery in this context requires an elastic caching mech-
anism for conserving information in handled data and an online
monitoring process for updating sub-series’ frequency. Finally, by
adopting the concept Active Learning, the two processes can be
executed in parallel with human in the loop:
1. Motif Discovery ➙Ask for labels ➙Add motif into Pattern Base
2. Labelled Pattern Base ➙Pattern Detection over Streaming TS

3 PRELIMINARYWORK
We start from the context of Time Series Stream, which requires
basically an incremental learning process with dynamic features.
Currently, we are interested in exploring interpretable TS features
with an explainable extraction process, where features’ evolution
should be trackable over time to fit the streaming context.

Shapelet [11], as a shape-based feature in TS, which is widely
adopted by the community for its reliability and interpretability,
provides a possibility to fulfil the aforementioned requirements.
With an advanced work in [12], the explainability of Shapelet Ex-
traction process is ensured even to non-expert, that offers us a
starting point to further explore the TS Stream context.

Here we consider the context 3 defined previously in TS Stream
where Concept Drift happens over time. We are intended to extract
the gradual varied Shapelets which allows an adaptive learning
model to the most recent data. The system shown in Fig. 1 is com-
posed by Shapelet Extraction Block and Evaluation Block. We take
TS Chunk Ct,w as minimum input unit which contains a number
of continuous TS instances: Ct,w=(Tt−w+1, Tt−w+2, ..., Tt ), where t
is the time-tick,w is the window size.
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Figure 1: System Structure in TS Stream context 3

The main idea is to evaluate continuously the shift between
learned concept and real concept in data source. Once a Concept
Drift is detected, the input chunk will be imported into Shapelet
Extraction bloc to update the learning model. Both Shapelet ini-
tialization and updating process are parallelizable on Spark cluster,
which makes use of RAM as caching unit to lower the I/O cost.

Besides, a caching mechanism is required by the system. As men-
tioned in [12], the selection of candidate Shapelets depends on their
discriminative power in dataset, the fact that TS instances should
be cached in memory is then a necessary condition for Shapelet
Extraction. Which is the main difference compared to Concept Drift
detection in classical Data Stream analysis, where it’s possible to
have one single pass on input instances.

4 CONCLUSION AND FUTUREWORK
In this paper, we give an overview for the combined context of Time
Series and Data Streams. The specific format of Time Series brings
a huge challenge on the analysis in streaming context, in particular,
the adaptive feature exploration has a strong dependence on TS
feature definition which varies from different application scenarios.
Considering the challenges in Data Streams: Feature Evolution,
Concept Evolution and Concept Drift, we gave several contexts
within two stream definitions: Time Series Stream and Streaming
Time Series. We showed as well our preliminary work on adaptive
feature exploration over TS Stream considering Concept Drift.

Future work is planned on both TS Stream and Streaming TS
context. Firstly, system efficiency and caching mechanism are two
mains aspects to optimise for TS Stream. As for the context of
Streaming Time Series, complex human activity recognition and
active learning on weak-labelled data are on our to-do list, where
the interaction between system and human is the research focus.
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